
Voices and Visions: 
The Art and Science
of Climate Action



Welcome to our Immersive Exhibit 
“Voices and Visions: The Art and Science of Climate Action” 

Come with us as we explore how climate change is impacting our land, youth, and water, and what we can do to
create a sustainable future. In our physical exhibit, we welcome you into our work through art and photography, but

there is a broader story beneath the surface. Coupling science and art allows important information to reach an
expanding audience, and that is exactly our goal as we work together to imagine an equitable, sustainable world in

the face of climate change.

We welcome you to scan the QR codes to transport yourself into soundscapes, slideshows, and videos, allowing you
to hear the voices behind the artwork. 
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Begin with us in Spring, when we hear the faintest
sounds of life emerging from a long winter. You may
notice birds chirping, but who are you not hearing?
Listen closely, bees are flying low to the ground to

set up a new nest for the summer ahead, and
searching for flowers.

Our National Parks are are ideal places to hear the
voices of our land. These intact ecosystems allow

students to document the interactions among
species through the changing seasons and climate. 

 Visiting our National Parks in this unpredictable
season may be tough for humans, but the plants

and animals who live in these protected landscapes
have been adapting for millions of years to weather

the storms. 
 

Students across the United States and the globe
hear the quiet of the winter, but they know, just

like the dormant trees and animals around them,
that there is work to be done to prepare for the

coming summer. 
The seasons of our story are shifting due to

climate change and affecting all of the creatures
who rely on them, but students are taking action
to protect these r. Whether it is through research
on pollinators in our National Parks or educating
ourselves on climate impacts on landscapes and
their processes; the voices of the land need to be

heard.
.
 

Videos:
Spring Soundscape by Christopher Plummer (MTU)

"Spring Forward" by Carrie Lederer, narrated by 
Dominick George

Videos:
"Pollinator Hotshots", by Carrie Lederer, feat 

Colorado State University students
"October”Poem by Paul Laurence Dunbar - 1872-1906

Read by Dan Briggs

As we move into summer, we spend long days
connecting with our protected lands. We catch

butterflies and spot larger mammals wandering in
the distance. They don’t mind us snapping a photo

from a safe distance away, the native species of
our National Parks are feeling our impact in a

bigger way, through the changing climate.
The shift from summer to fall feels different

across the continental US, from chilly mornings
with leaves crackling under your feet on the east

coast, to sweltering sunshine in the deserts of
Colorado. For many creatures, is time to eat and

prepare for a long, cold winter.

All over the United States, the voices of the land change as we move through the four seasons of the temperate northern latitudes.
Seasons shift and bring with them the life cycles of nature. As snow melts to reveal the soil; we can see the rapid transformation
from a grassy meadow to a blanket of flowers. Animals take note as they forage throughout the warm summer months. Fall greets
the temperate zone with color from the vibrant reds of maples in the east, to the shy yellows of aspen in the Rocky Mountains. 
Come journey with us through the land and water of the continental United States.

Voices of the Land

Videos:
"To The Ends of the Earth" feat. Jade Hameister

Ecology Immersion Experience

Illustration by Gillian Bowser (CSU)
Introduction by Zac Bhoughs (MTU)

Photos by Cristal Dominguez-Vasquez, Alyssa Connaughton (CSU) Photos by Gillian Bowser (CSU) and Carrie Lederer Photos by Sarah Green (MTU) and Alyssa Connaughton (CSU)



Merging Art and Science

"Spring flowers in snow"
by Christopher Plummer 
Michigan Technological

University
 

"Grief and Resilience Live Together" (Diptych) by Erika Osborne,
Colorado State University

 

Artist Statement:
The climate is changing. You don’t have to look far to see the

artifacts of crisis. Despair bubbles to the surface of my
consciousness and I worry for my children. As a mental exercise, I

look for a cure. I make a deliberate choice to hear the words,
perform the actions and appreciate the beauty that makes me

believe (even for just a few seconds) in humanity and in nature’s
ability to heal. Focusing-in takes effort and requires discipline. 

But I do it because I have skin in the game - literally.
 

"Ice crystal patterns on Lake Superior"
by Sarah Green

Michigan Technological University
 

Artist Statement:
 Lake Superior changes every minute

with infinitely variable patterns
emerging in sand, ice, snow, clouds, and

water. This constant flux reminds me
that the physical Earth endures and will

go on reshaping itself beyond our
lifetimes. That flux is shifting more
rapidly now due to climate change

(ELPC, 2019)

Documenting the changing conditions of our seasons is essential to manage our public lands successfully. Using our shared strengths of
science and art, we can create beautiful imagery to show these shifts and inspire people to connect with the land in new ways.

2017: Climate Science Special Report: Fourth National Climate Assessment, Volume I
[Wuebbles, D.J., D.W. Fahey, K.A. Hibbard, D.J. Dokken, B.C. Stewart, and T.K. Maycock

(eds.)]. U.S. Global Change Research Program, Washington, DC, USA, 470 pp.
 

Wildfire across the western United States has increased
drastically from 1985-2015 (Climate Special Report, 2017). 

Drought and fire impact all life in the west, but it is our job as
people to prevent large fires and restore these ecosystems.

 https://elpc.org/resources/the-impacts-of-climate-change-on-the-great-lakes/

https://www.canva.com/link?target=https%3A%2F%2Fnca2018.globalchange.gov%2Fchapter%2F25%23fig-25-4&design=DAFPsRnBoD8&accessRole=owner&linkSource=comment
https://www.canva.com/link?target=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usgs.gov%2Fmedia%2Fimages%2Furban-heat-islands&design=DAFPsRnBoD8&accessRole=owner&linkSource=comment


The stories of our environment can be told through art and science by only one species: people. In every corner of the
world we can hear mentors teaching the youth about the impacts of climate change. In response, we can hear the youth
yelling for policy change to support environmental conservation for future generations. Empowered with knowledge,
students collect tools like microphones, insect nets, and test tubes to study our rapidly changing ecosystems. 

We can hear the splashing footsteps of
students from Michigan and Connecticut as
they learn how life underwater shifts with

changing water cycle patterns due to climate
change. They are finding out how to tell the

untold stories of these ecosystems so
scientists and policy makers can take action.

Listening to one another's' voices
strengthens the students’ trust in their

potential to lead research projects of their
own, and contribute impactful science to the

world. 
 
 

From activism to research, our youth are
working to bridge the gap between science

and public knowledge to demand change for
a sustainable future on their college

campuses and beyond. 
We can hear the hum of the Peace Boat US
engine bringing students to ocean habitats
for scientific research experiences. Guided
by the UN Sustainable Development Goals,

Peace Boat shows students the power of
traveling to new communities to learn about

climate action across the globe.
 

Through our unique gifts of art and science, we
can impact the planet for good. Youth voices are

leading the way to a create a society that is
equitable for people and the planet.

 

The Rocky Mountain Sustainability and Science
Network (RMSSN, top right) brings

underrepresented minority college students to
national parks for ecological field experiences

and research. A diverse new generation of
globally minded leaders emerge prepared to

address issues of environmental sustainability
and preservation of cultural and natural

resources.
 
 

Videos:
Warming Stripes by Maggie Del Re 

Brandeis University
PeaceBoat Video: "UN World Oceans Day

#RevitalizeTheOcean Peace Boat"

Videos:
Apostle Islands Soundscape by

Christopher Plummer (MTU)
"The Next Generation of Conservation: 
A Short Documentary Film" by UCONN  

Voices of the Youth
Photo by Alyssa Connaughton (CSU)

Introduction  by Maggie Del Re (Brandeis University)

Photos by Christopher Plummer (MTU) and 
Mark Urban (University of Connecticut/UCONN)

 Colorado College Student, Photo by Sarah Hautzinger
Mangrove Planting by PeaceBoat US

Photos by Josh Birndorf, Colorado College and Carrie Lederer
Producer/Camera/Editor Carrie Lederer

Videos:
"What does climate action look like to you" (CSU)

"Stemming the Divide" by Carrie Lederer

https://vimeo.com/713845128


Merging Art and Science
Protecting our shared future will require collaboration from a diverse array of skill sets. 

Artists, ecologists, chemists, poets, politicians, and teachers have a crucial voice in determining how we will secure our future. 
Working together, we amplify the voices of our youth to create a better world than they inherited.

Untitled by Jesse Nuckols
 

Colorado State University Assignment:
 Think, what does sustainability mean in different
contexts? How do I think about sustainability in

my own studio practice? 
What does a more sustainable planet look like?

"Human-Be-Kind" by Megan Jordan
Vanderbilt University

Artist Statement:
Human-Be-Kind is a painting driving home the
theme of kindness to the planet. The title is a
command telling humans to be kind, but it is

also a play on words of ‘human being.’ To ‘be’ is
often symbolic of individualistic notions, but to
‘be kind’ places the individual back in relation
with others and the planet. The woman figure

of this painting is hugging the earth tightly,
with feelings of hope and longing.

 

 "Pandora's Sustainability Box" by Sarah Whipple
Colorado State University

Artist Statement:
Sustainability science and development is

sometimes considered an oxymoron, and it is like
a Pandora’s Box. Humans are curious about our
potential, but this has led to trouble over time.

Community-based conversations will constantly
be influenced by development on the local,

regional, and global scale. The clock surrounding
the globe in the middle of the image represents

the remaining time we have left to make this
massive decision, as it is our only hope.

 
 

 Urban Heat Island Effect (USGS)
In urban areas, the combination of dark, impermeable surfaces and

limited greenspace creates higher temperatures than surrounding land.
High temperatures disproportionately affect people of color and people
in low income areas. Youth voices demand justice in our cities along with

our protected natural areas to create an equitable future for all.

https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/urban-heat-islands

https://www.canva.com/link?target=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.usgs.gov%2Fmedia%2Fimages%2Furban-heat-islands&design=DAFPsRnBoD8&accessRole=owner&linkSource=comment


Welcome to the voices of the ocean. Water is dynamic, moving between solid, liquid, and gas as the seasons change. 
We value fresh water so deeply, but how successful are we at protecting our water sources? 
Move with us into the ocean to explore how we conserve the water that we cannot consume, but rely on just the same.

Videos:
"Ocean and Climate Youth Ambassador Film" 

by PeaceBoat US 
Humpack Whales Singing by Carrie Lederer

Looking out to the horizon of the sea, the
ocean appears to be a stable supporter of the

life and the communities surrounding it. 
Below the surface, the ocean is under threat of

acidification, sea level rise, and widespread
damage to the corals that creatures call home. 

 When it feels like hope is lost for marine life,
we hear an unmistakable sound: a humpback

whale singing to her calf. We can work together
to make sure her calf grows up in a healthy

environment. Through Sustainable
Development Goal 14, Life Below Water, we
can create climate action policy to protect

marine life forever.
 
 

Videos:
"Community Science and Sea Turtle Bycatch"

by Cristal Dominguez-Vasquez (CSU)
"Chasing Atmospheric Rivers-Tashiana Osborne,

Scripps Institute

Videos:
Sealife Soundscape Christopher Plummer/

Libby Meyer Music/Video Carrie Lederer
AR by PeaceBoat US (use Artivive App

 Whether it is the icy depths of Lake
Superior, or the colorful corals of the Pacific

Ocean, people are connected to water
worldwide. The question remains, how can we
support our sea life while also supporting the
people who rely on the sea for their livelihood

and cultural traditions?
 

Peace Boat US is tackling that question head-
on. To protect a place, you must first

understand it, and Peace Boat creates
experiences for students to explore life

underwater in over 20 countries each year.
 

Voices of the Ocean
Photo and Introduction by Alyssa Connaughton (CSU)

Photo by Sarah Green (MTU) and AR Piece by PeaceBoat US Photos by PeaceBoat US and Alyssa Connaughton (CSU) Photos by Cristal Dominguez-Vasquez and Alyssa Connaughton
(CSU)

We take inspiration from the resilience of sea
animals. They have lived through millions of

years of challenges, and it is our responsibility
to make sure that we can all survive climate

change’s effects and come out stronger.
 Now that our ears are open to the ocean’s

strength, we know that we can be brave as well
to help conserve marine life. We research
creatures like sea turtles who have been

negatively affected by our fishing practices and
use our improved knowledge to give back to the

sea.

https://vimeo.com/289616328


Merging Art and Science
Imagine all the places that the water touches. 

All human lives are connected through water, and the impacts of climate change are affecting every life differently. 
By listening to the voices of the ocean, we can support the lives that need our help the most, and create lasting change.

"Floaters-Damming the Yellowstone" 
by Erika Osborne (CSU)

Artist Statement:
Floaters (often pink or red in color), which people

get in their vision when they are tired or dizzy,
can inhibit them from seeing what is in front of

them clearly. For that reason, they have become
metaphors for my personal experiences with the

landscape. When I am in red rock country for
example, I sit enamored with the beauty in front
of me. Then it happens… somewhere in the back

of my mind, a newspaper article or Facebook
post surfaces that reveals the oil and gas drilling
operation being proposed for that very area. The

thought taints my experience with the desert
view. I can’t see it without it being obscured by

politics, ecologic crisis, and cultural
complacency.  

The ocean and its many habitats rely on a delicate
equilibrium. We must support those who study,

protect, and rely on the ocean for their livelihood. 
In doing so, we can learn how to coexist with marine

species through more sustainable practices.
 

(right upper) AR Jellyfish (PeaceBoat US)
Link on iPads, Use Artivive App 

(right lower) Dragon76-Artwork (PeaceBoat US)
AR link on iPads

 
Use Artivive App to access Satoshi Fujita video of

artwork for ocean and climate action with subtitles
and music.

IPCC Reports have confident conclusions
that our oceans are getting more acidic as

our atmospheric CO2 increases 
(Fig. 10-24, IPCC, 2007).

Changing ocean conditions affects people,
marine life, and infrastructure (NCA, 2018).

https://archive.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg1/en/
figure-10-24.html

https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/9#fig-9-1

https://www.canva.com/link?target=https%3A%2F%2Farchive.ipcc.ch%2Fpublications_and_data%2Far4%2Fwg1%2Fen%2Ffigure-10-24.html&design=DAFPsRnBoD8&accessRole=owner&linkSource=comment
https://www.canva.com/link?target=https%3A%2F%2Fnca2018.globalchange.gov%2Fchapter%2F9%23fig-9-1&design=DAFPsRnBoD8&accessRole=owner&linkSource=comment


Solution Space
Welcome to the solution space, where we celebrate our voices collaborating to create climate change solutions across the world. 
One sound is ringing through the voices of the land, youth, and ocean: joy. Using our voices through youth action in art and science
radiates the joy we feel for our shared purpose of climate action. Sharing that joy even when things get tough pushes us to carry on our
mission through policy, and inspire the next generation of youth activists to use their voices.

"#YEAHtoEgypt"
Music and Sound:

Christopher  Plummer (MTU)
Voice Over: Rhetta Power

(Colorado College)
Video and photo by Carrie Lederer

"Imagine a scientist:  
National Science Foundation"

Video by NSF
Photo by Gillian Bowser (CSU)

"Sustaining a Planet"
Smithsonian Video

Photo by Gillian Bowser (CSU)

"Earth Watch: Studying Pollinators"
by Ashlee Hardin (CSU)

 
Photo by Gillian Bowser (CSU)

RMSSN Students, Photo by Carrie Lederer



Solution Space

"Energy and Agriculture Solutions"
by Michigan Tech University and

Montana State University
 

Photo by Thomas Hickey

"Creating our action at COP27"
photo and video by Melissa

Morales and Alyssa
Connaughton (CSU)

"Wood Prints" 
by Tyler James Austin (CSU)

 
This series of prints focused on

bringing awareness to the Cameron
Peak wildfires and employed

handmade ink from the region in
conjunction with printing from burnt

end-grains of logs. Sale proceeds from
these prints were donated to the

Poudre Valley Fire Authority.

What does climate action 
mean to you?

 
Climate change from the perspective of
students at Monash University, Brandeis
University, University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Northeastern, Bentley
University, Colorado State University,

and Colorado College.
 

Colorado
College

Monash
University

Massachusetts
 Students

"Importance of Science
Communication"

Eugene (MTU) 
Illustration by Gillian Bowser

(CSU)
Colorado

State University
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